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(57) ABSTRACT 

A stator of a rotating electric machine includes a stator core, 
multiple pairs of coils and multiple leads. The stator core 
includes a laminated core assembly formed by laminating 
thin steel plates in a cylindrical form, the stator core having 
multiple slots at intervals along a circumferential direction. 
Each coil pair is made of tWo elongate conductors Which are 
folded back outside axial end surfaces of the stator core and 
?tted into the slots such that the tWo conductors are disposed 
alternately in inner and outer layers in a slot depth direction 
at intervals of a ?xed number of slots. The multiple leads for 
connecting the coil pairs to an external electric circuit are 
arranged in at least one group and the leads of the same 
group extend from positions of those slots Which are located 
adjacent to one another along the circumferential direction. 
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METHOD OF MANUFACTURING STATOR OF 
ROTATING ELECTRIC MACHINE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 
[0002] The present invention relates generally to a stator 
of a rotating electric machine, such as a motor, and a method 
of manufacturing the stator. More particularly, the invention 
pertains to a Wire-connecting structure for a distributed 
Winding con?guration of traverse Wound coils. 

[0003] 2. Description of the Background Art 

1. Field of the Invention 

[0004] A stator of a rotating electric machine includes a 
stator core, coils Wound on the stator core and insulators 
installed in multiple slots in the stator core for insulating the 
coils from the stator core. 

[0005] The stator core has a cylindrical structure made of 
laminated thin steel plates. The multiple slots extending 
parallel to a central axis of the stator core are formed therein 
at speci?c intervals along an inner circumferential direction 
of the stator core, the individual slots opening to the interior 
of the stator core. When installing the coils in the stator core, 
a laminated core assembly is stretched in a beltlike form to 
make the Width of each slot larger than the Width of coil 
conductors so that the conductors having the larger Width 
can be ?tted into the slots. After the coils have been ?tted 
into the slots in this Way, both ends of the beltlike laminated 
core assembly are positioned against each other to form an 
annular structure and joined together by Welding, for 
example, to complete the stator core. 

[0006] A conventional form of Winding the coils is a Wave 
Winding structure in Which coil ends of each conductor are 
folded back outside axial end surfaces of the stator core. To 
realiZe e?icient use of internal spaces of the slots, tWo sets 
of coils are Wound at intervals of a speci?c number of slots 
in such a Way that tWo conductors constituting a conductor 
pair are disposed alternately in inner and outer layers in a 
depth direction of the slots, constituting a three-phase dis 
tributed Winding con?guration. Leads of the three-phase 
coils are connected to terminals of the three-phase con?gu 
ration that are connected to an external electric circuit as 
shoWn in Japanese Laid-open Patent Publication No. 2001 
21 l 5 84. 

[0007] According to the Patent Publication, jumpers for 
connecting the coils of each set in series are connected at 
regular intervals, or the conductors in the same layer are 
joined to each other, at one axial end of the stator core to 
improve ef?ciency of Wiring Work. For this reason, the leads 
of the coils are disposed at locations separated from one 
another along the circumferential direction of the stator core. 
In this structure, it is necessary to route around the leads 
from their separated locations for properly connecting the 
leads, requiring a large space in the circumferential direc 
tion. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0008] The present invention is intended to solve the 
aforementioned problem of the prior art. Accordingly, it is an 
object of the invention to provide a stator of a rotating 
electric machine and a manufacturing method thereof 
employing a lead Wire structure Which makes it possible to 
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reduce the physical siZe of the stator requiring a reduced 
amount of space for lead Wire connections, reduce time 
necessary for installing coils and improve manufacturing 
ef?ciency of the coils. 

[0009] According to the invention, a stator of a rotating 
electric machine includes a stator core, multiple pairs of 
coils and multiple leads. The stator core includes a laminated 
core assembly formed by laminating thin steel plates in a 
cylindrical form, the stator core having multiple slots 
formed therein at speci?c intervals along a circumferential 
direction of the stator core. Each coil pair is made of tWo 
elongate conductors Which are folded back outside axial end 
surfaces of the stator core and ?tted into the slots in such a 
Way that the tWo conductors of each coil pair are disposed 
alternately in inner and outer layers in a slot depth direction 
at intervals of a speci?c number of slots. The multiple leads 
are taken out from the stator core so that the multiple coil 
pairs can be connected to an external electric circuit. In this 
stator of the rotating electric machine, the multiple leads are 
arranged in at least one group and the leads of the same 
group are taken out from positions of those slots Which are 
located adjacent to one another along the circumferential 
direction of the stator core. 

[0010] According to the invention, a method of manufac 
turing the aforementioned stator of the rotating electric 
machine includes the steps of stretching the laminated core 
assembly in a straight beltlike form, installing the coils in the 
laminated core assembly in such a Way that the multiple 
leads are arranged in at least one group and the leads of the 
same group are taken out from positions of those slots Which 
are located adjacent to one another along the circumferential 
direction of the stator core, and joining both ends of the 
beltlike laminated core assembly to each other to complete 
the stator core having the cylindrical form. 

[0011] The aforementioned structure of the stator of the 
rotating electric machine and the manufacturing method 
thereof make it possible to reduce the amount of space 
required for lead Wire connections and to reduce the siZe of 
the stator. The stator of the present invention is suited to an 
alternating current (AC) generator used in a vehicle, for 
instance. 

[0012] These and other objects, features and advantages of 
the invention Will become more apparent upon reading the 
folloWing detailed description in conjunction With the 
accompanying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0013] FIG. 1 is a perspective diagram shoWing the con 
struction of a stator of a rotating electric machine according 
to a ?rst embodiment of the invention; 

[0014] 
[0015] FIG. 3 is a fragmentary sectional diagram shoWing 
multiple coil pairs installed in slots formed in a stator core; 

[0016] FIG. 4 is a plan vieW shoWing hoW individual 
Wires ?tted in slots “a” and leads of the Wires are connected; 

[0017] FIGS. 5A, 5B and 5C are plan vieWs of coil 
assemblies formed by combining coils to be ?tted in slots 
‘Ga",‘Gb’,"(C’,,‘(d”,‘(e,, ‘(f,; 
[0018] FIG. 6 is a perspective vieW shoWing hoW the coil 
assemblies are ?tted in the slots in the stator core; 

FIG. 2 is a plan vieW shoWing shapes of coils; 
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[0019] FIGS. 7A, 7B and 7C are plan views showing an 
example in which leads are provided at two separate loca 
tions; 
[0020] FIGS. 8A, 8B and 8C are plan views showing 
another example in which leads are provided at two separate 
locations; and 

[0021] FIG. 9 is a side view showing an alternative 
arrangement of the leads according to the ?rst embodiment 
of the invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0022] The invention is now described with reference to 
speci?c embodiments thereof which are illustrated in the 
appended-drawings. 

First Embodiment 

[0023] FIG. 1 is a perspective diagram showing the con 
struction of a stator 1 of a rotating electric machine accord 
ing to a ?rst embodiment of the invention. 

[0024] As shown in FIG. 1, the stator 1 includes a stator 
core 2 made of laminated thin steel plates and coils 5, ?tted 
into multiple slots 4 formed in a cylindrical inner surface of 
the stator core 2 at speci?c intervals along an inner circum 
ferential direction, the slots 4 extending parallel to a central 
axis of and opening to the interior of the stator core 2. Leads 
3 of the coils 5 are taken out of adjacent slots 4, so that 
locations of the leads 3 are concentrated in one area. 

[0025] FIG. 2 is a plan view showing shapes of the coils 
5. The coils 5 form a wave winding structure in which coil 
ends 511 are folded back outside axial end surfaces of the 
stator core 2 as shown in FIG. 2. The coils 5 are made up 
of three pairs of wires, that is, a ?rst wire 51 and a second 
wire 52, a third wire 53 and a fourth wire 54, and a ?fth wire 
55 and a sixth wire 56 which are ?tted into the slots 4. 

[0026] FIG. 3 is a fragmentary sectional diagram showing 
multiple coil pairs installed in the slots 4. As shown in FIG. 
3, the pair of the ?rst and second wires 51, 52 is ?tted in the 
slots 4 at intervals of a speci?c number of slots (?rst and 
seventh slots “a” at six-slot intervals in the illustrated 
example) in such a way that the ?rst wire 51 and the second 
wire 52 are disposed alternately in inner and outer layers in 
a slot depth direction. Likewise, the pair of the third and 
fourth wires 53, 54, and the pair of the ?fth and sixth wires 
55, 56, are ?tted in the slots 4 at intervals of the same 
number of slots in such a way that the third wire 53 and the 
fourth wire 54, and the ?fth wire 55 and the sixth wire 56, 
are ?tted alternately in inner and outer layers in the slots 4. 
Two sets of coils 5 for three phases (U, V, W) are ?tted in 
the slots 4 which are designated slots “a,”“b,”“c,”“d,”“e” 
and “f” in this order as illustrated. In this embodiment, the 
coils 5 for the U phase are ?tted in the slots “a” and “d,” the 
coils 5 for the V phase are ?tted in the slots “b” and “e,” and 
the coils 5 for the W phase are ?tted in the slots “c” and “f.” 

[0027] FIG. 4 is a plan view showing how the individual 
wires 51-56 ?tted in the slots “a” are connected. In FIG. 4, 
the ?rst wire 51 and the second wire 52 are not connected at 
their ends and the leads 3 are taken out of the wires 51, 52, 
whereas the other wires 53, 54, 55, 56 have no leads between 
their ends. When installing the coils 5 in the stator core 2, a 
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laminated core assembly is stretched in a straight beltlike 
form and the ?rst to sixth wires 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56 are 
?tted in the slots “a” in a prescribed order. Wires for the slots 
“b,”“c,”“d,”“e” and “f” are also ?tted in a similar fashion. 
Then, both ends of the beltlike laminated core assembly are 
positioned against each other to form an annular structure 
and joined together to complete the stator core 2. Subse 
quently, wire ends B and E, F and J, K and A, D and G, H 
and L, and M and C, for example, are individually connected 
to each other. Then, the inside leads 3b and 30, among the 
four leads 3 shown in FIG. 4, are connected to each other, 
whereby a coil of six turns in which the ?rst to sixth wires 
51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56 are connected in series is installed in 
the stator core 2. This coil is made of the series-connected 
six wires 51-56 wound in each of the slots “a” in six turns. 

[0028] The wires 51-56 need not necessarily be connected 
as mentioned above but may be connected in various ways. 
As an example, after connecting the wire ends B and E, F 
and J, K and A, D and G, H and L, and M and C as stated 
above, 311 and 3c, and 3b and 3d, of the four leads 3 shown 
in FIG. 4 may be connected to each other so that a series 
circuit including the wire ends B, E, F, J, K and A and a 
series circuit including the wire ends D, G, H, L, M and C 
are connected in parallel with each other. 

[0029] As shown in FIG. 6, the individual wires 51-56 are 
installed in the stator core 2 in such a way that both ends of 
each of the wires 51-56 are ?tted in those slots 4 which are 
located adjacent to one another inward from both ends of the 
beltlike laminated core assembly which are joined to each 
other. The leads 3 are located at positions of the (3 m+l)th 
to (3 m+n)th adjacent slots 4 from a butt joint position of the 
stator core 2, where m is an arbitrary integer and n is the 
number of phases (=3) multiplied by the number of sets of 
the three-phase coils 5. With this arrangement, the ends of 
the wires 51-56 are situated in the adjacent slots 4 when both 
ends of the laminated core assembly are joined to each other, 
and the leads 3 are taken out from positions of the slots 4 in 
which end joint portions of the wires 51-56 are not ?tted. 

[0030] Shown in FIG. 6 is an example of a relationship of 
the locations of the ends and the end joint portions of the 
wires 51-56 and the slots 4. 

[0031] Since there are two sets of the three-phase coils 5 
as stated above in this example, n=3><2=6. Therefore, ends of 
six conductors of the ?rst wire 51, for example, are ?tted in 
the ?rst to sixth slots 4 from the butt joint position of the 
stator core 2. Then, the six conductors, of which locations 
have been switched from the inner to outer layer in the slot 
depth direction, are next ?tted in the seventh to thirteenth 
slots 4. The six conductors are ?tted at six-slot intervals 
thereafter. 

[0032] The ends of the six conductors are ?tted in the ?rst 
to sixth slots 4 as mentioned above. When both ends of the 
laminated core assembly are positioned against each other to 
form the annular structure and joined to each other, positions 
of the end joint portions of the six conductors are offset from 
the positions of the slots 4 in which the conductors are ?tted 
particularly in the circumferential direction of the stator core 
2 as shown in FIG. 6, because the coils 5 are wound in the 
wave winding structure as stated earlier. 

[0033] More speci?cally, the circumferential positions of 
the end joint portions of the three conductors ?tted in the 
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?rst, second and third slots 4 located inward from the butt 
joint position of the stator core 2 match the positions of three 
adjacent slots 4 located outWard from the butt joint position 
of the stator core 2. Also, the circumferential positions of the 
end joint portions of the three-conductors ?tted in the fourth, 
?fth and sixth slots 4 from the butt joint position of the stator 
core 2 match the positions of the ?rst, second and third slots 
4 located inWard from the butt joint position of the stator 
core 2. 

[0034] Therefore, it is possible to prevent a problem that 
the positions of the leads 3 coincide With the positions of the 
end joint portions of the conductors if the leads 3 are situated 
at the positions of the fourth to ninth slots 4 Which corre 
spond to the (3 m+l)th to (3 m+n)th slots 4 With substitu 
tions of m=l and n=6. 

[0035] FIGS. 5A, 5B and 5C are plan vieWs of coil 
assemblies 7 formed by combining the coils 5 to be ?tted in 
the slots “a,”“b,”“c,”“d,”“e” and “f.”FIG. 6 is a perspective 
vieW showing hoW the coil assemblies 7 are ?tted in the slots 
4. 

[0036] As shoWn in FIG. 5A, the leads 3 are taken out 
from the adjacent slots 4 in the stator core 2 betWeen the 
ends of the ?rst and second Wires 51, 52. FIG. 5A shoWs the 
pair of the ?rst Wire 51 and the second Wire 52, FIG. 5B 
shoWs the pair of the third Wire 53 and the fourth Wire 54, 
and FIG. 5C shoWs the pair of the ?fth Wire 55 and the sixth 
Wire 56. While 12 leads 3 are illustrated in FIG. 5A, there 
exists another lead 3 just behind each of the 12 leads 3. Thus, 
there are actually a total of 24 leads 3. 

[0037] As already mentioned the coil assemblies 7 are 
installed in the stator core 2 With the laminated core assem 
bly stretched in a straight beltlike form as shoWn in FIG. 6. 
After the coil assemblies 7 have been installed in the 
stretched beltlike laminated core assembly, both ends of the 
laminated core assembly are joined to each other by Weld 
ing, for example, to form the cylindrical stator core 2. While 
three pairs of Wires (?rst to sixth) are installed in the slots 
“a” to “f” in the example of FIG. 6, the number of Wire pairs 
is not limited to three. 

[0038] Furthermore, although the leads 3 are provided on 
the pair of the ?rst Wire 51 and the second Wire 52 as shoWn 
in FIG. 5A in the present embodiment, the leads 3 may be 
provided on the pair of the third Wire 53 and the fourth Wire 
54 or on the pair of the ?fth Wire 55 and the sixth Wire 56. 

[0039] Furthermore, the leads 3 may be divided into tWo 
groups and taken out of adjacent slots 4 at tWo separate 
locations of the stator core 2 as shoWn in FIG. 7A. While 
FIGS. 7A, 7B and 7C shoW an example in Which the tWo 
groups of leads 3 are provided on the pair of the ?rst Wire 
51 and the second Wire 52, the tWo groups of leads 3 may 
be provided on the pair of the third Wire 53 and the fourth 
Wire 54 or on the pair of the ?fth Wire 55 and the sixth Wire 
56. 

[0040] Also, the leads 3 may be divided into tWo groups 
and taken out of adjacent slots 4 at tWo separate locations of 
the stator core 2 in such a Way that one group of leads 3 is 
provided on the pair of the ?rst Wire 51 and the second Wire 
52 and another group of leads 3 is provided on the pair of the 
?fth Wire 55 and the sixth Wire 56, for example, as shoWn in 
FIGS. 8A, 8B and 8C. 
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[0041] As all of the leads 3 are concentrated in one area or 
multiple groups of the leads 3 are concentrated in tWo or 
more areas at one of the axial end surfaces of the stator core 
2 in the aforementioned manner, it is possible to reduce the 
amount of space for connecting the leads 3 and thereby 
achieve a reduction in siZe of the stator core 2. 

[0042] FIG. 9 is a side vieW shoWing another example of 
an arrangement of the leads 3 according to the ?rst embodi 
ment of the invention. In this example, the leads 3 extend 
generally at right angles to one of the axial end surfaces of 
the stator core 2 as illustrated. The leads 3 extending at right 
angles are connected to an external electric circuit as ends of 
the leads 3 are inserted into a connecting circuit board 8 
Which is connected to the external electric circuit. 

[0043] As the ends of the leads 3 extending at right angles 
to one of the axial end surfaces of the stator core 2 are 
inserted into the connecting circuit board 8 in this fashion, 
it is possible to reduce the siZe of a joint portion betWeen the 
leads 3 and the external electric circuit and facilitate Wire 
connecting Work. 

Second Embodiment 

[0044] The leads 3 are provided betWeen both ends (not at 
the ends) of one or tWo pairs of Wires (coil assemblies 7) in 
the aforementioned ?rst embodiment. 

[0045] In a second embodiment of the invention, ends of 
particular Wires are used as leads 3. This means that the leads 
3 are located at the butt joint position of the stator core 2, 
Where both ends of the stretched beltlike laminated core 
assembly are joined to each other. Speci?cally, the indi 
vidual coil assemblies 7 are installed in the stator core 2 With 
the laminated core assembly stretched in a straight beltlike 
form in such a Way that the ends of the Wires are situated at 
adjacent slots 4 located adjacent to one another inWard from 
both ends of the beltlike laminated core assembly. Subse 
quently, both ends of the laminated core assembly are 
positioned against each other to form an annular structure 
and joined to each other and the ends of individual pairs of 
Wires of each phase are connected to form the leads 3. 

[0046] When the ends of the particular Wires are used as 
leads, the leads 3 of the ?rst and second Wires 51, 52 are not 
provided as shoWn in FIG. 4, but the Wires are connected in 
a Wave Winding structure in Which the individual Wires are 
connected at coil ends. As an example, Wire ends B and E, 
F and J, D and G, H and L, and M and C are individually 
connected to each other and a coil end projecting upWard 
from the Wire end C is cut. Leads are joined to both Wire 
ends formed by cutting the coil end and the leads joined to 
the cut Wire ends and Wire ends A and K are used as the leads 
3. 

[0047] In the earlier-described ?rst embodiment, it is 
necessary to not only connect the individual leads 3 but also 
connect jumpers betWeen the ends of the individual Wires 
51-56 after joining both ends of the laminated core assem 
bly. In addition, it is necessary to provide a space for 
connecting the jumpers after both ends of the laminated core 
assembly have been joined together. In the second embodi 
ment, hoWever, the space for connecting the jumpers 
betWeen the ends of the individual Wires 51-56 is not 
required after both ends of the laminated core assembly have 
been joined together, and the coil ends projecting from the 
axial end surfaces of the stator core 2 can be compactly 
shaped. 
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1-4. (canceled) 
5. A method of manufacturing a stator of a rotating 

electric machine, said stator comprising: 

stretching the laminated core assembly in a straight belt 
like form; 

installing the coils in the laminated core assembly in such 
a stator core including a laminated core assembly of away that the multiple leads are arrahgedih at least one 

laminated thin steel plates having a cylindrical form, 
the stator core having multiple slots therein at intervals 
along a circumferential direction of the stator core; 

group and the leads of the same group extend from 
positions of those slots Which are located adjacent to 
one another along the circumferential direction of the 

. _ _ _ _ _ _ stator core; and 

mult1ple pans of co1ls, each co1l pa1r 1nclud1ng tWo 
elongate conductors Which are folded backs outside 
axial end surfaces of the stator core, and ?tted into the 
slots in such a Way that the tWo conductors of each coil 
pair are disposed alternately in inner and outer layers in 
a slot depth direction at intervals of a ?xed number of 
slots; and 

joining ends of the beltlike laminated core assembly to 
each other to complete the stator core having the 
cylindrical form. 

6. The method of manufacturing the stator according to 
claim 5, Wherein ends of each conductor of the coils are 
?tted in slots Which are located adjacent to one another from 

multiple leads extending from the stator core for connect- the ends of the helthke laminated core assembly 
ing the multiple coil pairs to an external electric circuit, 
said manufacturing method comprising: * * * * * 


